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Is gramfree world legit nairaland

Gramfree is a battery to earn free cryptocurrency, just like Forsage, MillionMoney, Lion Share and Voomo, but instead of earning Ethereum, you earn Gram, which is the new crypto. Making money on Gramfree is great, but the best part is that you don't need referrals to withdraw your earnings. Who owns Gramfree? Well, Gram is owned
by Telegram, which is a messaging app like Whatsapp. Telegram has launched its own crytocurrency on a market called Gram, which is another crypto like Bitcoin, Ethereum and others out there. Telegram has denied claims of having Gramfree out so I'm not endorsing it or guaranteeing payment. How does Gramfree work? First,
Gramfree is actually free to sign up and join. You don't pay anything to start making money and that's the main reason why it's so popular with over 6 million registered users worldwide. Once you sign up you have 5 main ways to earn open for you – free rolls, videos, smart contract, referrals and lotteries. Each of these ways to earn free
Gram are all time-based. For example, free roll is only available once an hour. So when you click it, it starts a timer that's 59 minutes to 0 minutes, at which point free roll is again available to click. Same with movies, Smart Contract. But the referral is different, you can recall as many people as you think are appropriate for Gramfree and
earn a commission of 5 Grams from all. The goal is to get to level 10, which you can earn as much as possible because once you hit 500 Grams, you can then withdraw and we play will be converted into money and sent to your account. At the time of writing, 500 Grams is $1,000 or N450,000 and you should achieve this within 2 months if
you start today. Imagine earning $1,000 from 0 investments without the referrals needed to withdraw your earnings. Free Roll You will get about 10 Free Rolls per day and for every Free Roll on Gramfree, you can earn anywhere from 0.1 to 1000 grams per click per day. Infact, sign up now and earn about 10 grams, which is $20 on your
first Free Roll today. Smart Contract Each level 1 smart contract is 0.3 grams and you can click all 4 open for you every day. All you have to do is click and earn. Videos are sent daily to your Gramfree account and you can watch as many videos as possible and even create some videos with Gramfree testimonials yourself and earn free
Grams. HOT: Turn ₦4,000 Investments into ₦ 100,000 per month with the ATPays Income ProgramReferrals You earn for everyone you refer to using the referral link but don't refer to more than 5 people a day because Gramfree will introduce a temporary lock on the link, which means you won't earn on other referrals. Lottery This is the
most difficult just like any other lottery ticket, so if you're not in the lotteries, I'd say you should stay away from the lottery. It costs 1 Gram with earnings to play the lottery and winnings range from 5000 grams to 100 grams, but winning is almost impossible, so I will advise you not to lose a gram. How How to Money on Gramfree Making
money on Gramfree is as easy as a few clicks. There are 5 main ways to earn money on Gramfree. Free Roll: The easiest way to earn a free Gram is through a free roll that gives anywhere from 0.1 grams to 1000 grams per spin. Smart Contract: You earn 0.3 grams for every smart contract you click. Videos: You earn 5 grams when you
upload a video that is accepted and earn 1 Gram when you watch videos promoted by Gramfree.Referrals: You earn 5 grams for everyone you refer to Gramfree using the affiliate link. Lottery: Just like winning a Powerball or other lottery, it's just as difficult and will cost you valuable games. Once you've collected 500 grams, which at the
time of writing is $2 per gram, you'll have $1,000 and you can withdraw to your bank account in any country in the world. The 500 grams of evidence gained and withdrawn at Gramfree Gramfree Gramfree Reward System Gramfree has a reward system that is available in points and equivalent to Gramfree. Each point helps you get to the
next level, so accumulating points as fast as you can is a super fast way to level up. When you earn points, you also receive the Equivalent of Grams, which is added to your wallet. Example: You will get 1 point for each free roll, you will also get 1 Gram. You receive the following points and the equivalent of Gram for each activity carried
out; 1 point: New day activity1 point: Free roll5 points: Targeting friend2 points; The smart contract was concluded1 point; The smart contract was confirmed5 points; Smart contract was signed2 points; Play the lottery1 point; Youtube video viewed10 points; You gramfree video review on youtube has been approved. How to register for
Gramfree To register for Gramfree, click here. HOT: VTU Business: Make n100,000 monthly from your smartphoneReember, it is completely free to register. So once registered, start earning as many grams as possible from the Gramfree website. Once you've signed up, go to the menu and click free, videos, smart contract or referrals (to
get a referral link) as these are the 4 fastest ways to earn and earn in 2 months. To speed up your earnings, you can target 5 people a day and try to watch or upload several videos. Note: The referral limit is up to 5 people per day, so don't exceed that. Gramfree Payouts So when you get to 500 Grams, or about $1,000 with today's
calculation of the current Gram price, you can withdraw your money using various means; BitcoinMasterCardVisaPayPalAmerican ExpressPayoneerPayeer Example on how to withdraw 500+ Grams to your Bitcoin wallet anywhere in the world and earn instant cash. HOT: Popular: How easily you made ₦ 12,000 in one week by working
with general beermoney's home forum in a way to the popular nairaland forum. The difference is that it is much more international, and the purpose of this forum is to help members make money online. The members are people from all over who come together to share ideas and opportunities to make money, as well as protect each other
from financial fraud and wasting time. How to make money selling likes and likes on InstagramHow to make money by reselling omissions on social media Many people still do not know what to do with their free time. Here's one idea. You can start the hustle and bustle part-time by selling likes and Instagram followers to those who may
need it. Why do I have a standard bank account with a diploma? Who's the EPP, maybe you think? First of all, I'll start with the fact that it will be crystal clear: you will not get millions or anything close, from a free telegram bot. Get that in your head. In fact, the highest paying telegram bot that I've witnessed is about $5 after a month of
work. So yes, there are no millions for you on telegram. There are at least a hundred of these websites. This is, in fact, a terrible understatement. You may have been deceived! Product/Dienstleistung · UnternehmensdiensteAlle ansehenSeitentransparenzFacebook möchte mit diesen Informationen bannerer machen, worum es bei dieser
Seite geht. Hier erfährst du mehr zu den Personen, die die Seiten verwalten und Beiträge darin posten. Alle ansehen Many of us have difficulty expanding our monthly regular take away homes. What if there are other things we can do to earn extra income? Femi, like many other ordinary guys I know, has a 9-5 job. He gets up as early as
5.30am to get dressed for work so he can overcome the harrowing traffic of Lagos early in the morning. He works so hard every day, but his regular income isn't even enough to withstand him for the first three weeks of the month, let alone save money. He had to do something about the situation very quickly. Many of us find ourself in
such financial misery and often resort to unscrupulsed resources just to increase our regular homes. What if there are other things we can do legally to earn additional income? Before I go any further, let's explore what you really need to do to earn an extra N50,000 for people with the following assets; Rental property: To earn an
additional income of only N50,000 every month from renting, you must have rented a property that will earn at least N600,000 in rent each year. In Nigeria, properties that can earn that much are worth at least N8.5million.Invest in fixed income security: Several times, I've discussed investing in treasury bills, bonds, etc. However, to earn
N50,000 (N600k per year) in Treasury bills every month, you should invest an average of about N6,000,000 per year (as in today's market). Invest in stocks: Investing in stocks is also a very good way to make extra income from the sidelines. However, that comes with many downward risks and requires financial skills. Stock exchange
about 35% a year so far. Therefore, to earn 50,000 N every month based on this return you will need to invest at least N1.7 million each and pray that you may win all the time. [Read also: Be wed to your step: These 3 habits are startup killers] Lottery: If you play the lottery regularly and think you're lucky and skilled to win, then maybe you
can earn N50,000 every month, but we all know that it's not possiblebusiness below can earn the many earning streams you desire without even investing so much in initial capital. Blogging – Having a blog is big business these days in Nigeria, thanks to the likes of Linda Ikeji. For those who do not understand, blogging is simply the art of
writing short articles about different sources of interest and publishing it on the Internet. They may relate to your personal life, society, politics, entertainment, gossip or the combination of all of them. All you need is a computer, phone, laptop or tablet. You can start blogging in minutes and there are many articles on the web about how to
start a blog. You make money from blogs when you have a lot of visitors. Advertisers see the number of visitors and can pay you top naira just to get their ads on your blog. People can earn between N50, 000 to N2million per month simply by being a popular blogger. Use your skills or talent to provide a service: Businesses and individuals
always need some form of service from time to time. It can be laundry, taxi, cleaning, teaching, coaching, etc. Making money from a service depends on the type of skills you have and how much people value it. For example, if you're good at math you can start a math lesson in the area for kids writing Jamb lessons. If you are good at
sports such as football, you can start a coaching session for children in your estate. Parents are willing to pay for these services when they see them. Do you like to write, why not start guest-blogging for a fee? By the time you write ten articles a week you can earn enough to earn that extra salary. [Read also: How to run a successful
virtual startup office] Use your profession: As a lawyer, accountant or full-time engineer, it is unlikely that your services will continue to be required ad hoc. You can provide these services in your spare time on request in exchange for a decent fee. Own business – Many Nigerians increase their income by owning companies that operate at
home or in stores. Nothing stops you from doing this, too. Some actually make so much money that they end up facing full-time business. Be a Virtual Assistant - Virtual assistants are people who are hired to work remotely from home or anywhere that is not a typical office space. All you need is a laptop, internet and phone. It's becoming
more and more popular as a source of earnings to stay at home momsBuying and selling This involves small trade in consumer goods. It's time tested and it still works pretty well for a lot of people. It's often better to start by selling things you're used to. These can be dresses, shoes, jewelry, smartphones, tablets, etc. Yours customers will
usually be your colleagues at work and members in the church. Work on weekends or on holidays – If you have the strength to work an extra day or two then why not try working weekends for a few extra hours. You can take additional work in places where weekend work is needed. The work that comes to mind are starting work, clubs
and restaurants, teaching, singing, dancing, etc. Start an online business – the likes of Facebook, Google and Amazon are all online businesses. Nairaland's most visited African website is also an online business. And so is Jumia, Dealdey, Congo. Internet companies make money through advertisements on websites, commissions or
sales of a product or service. To make money from an online company, you need to have a forum where people regularly interact, sell products or services that people need, etc. The most successful internet companies started from people's bedrooms. [Read also: 4 reasons why some entrepreneurs are successful when building their
startups at this age] Be a Marketer – Being a part-time marketer may include selling products in exchange for commission. If you're good at it, why not help companies sell their products in their spare time? Network marketing is increasingly popular in Nigeria and a viable form of marketing. Be an agent - The work of the agency involves
providing unique services to the organization. You may be licensed to clean products at ports, sell air tickets, or provide unique services or products. People who do not have such licenses can even rent them from you, providing an additional source of income. This list is not exhaustive, but I believe you have drift. Always remember that to
make money from multiple income streams as an employee, you need to do things that you like and are also cheaper to start with, but have the ability to grow. You have to be agile and able to adapt to the changes. This modified story originally appeared on Nairametrics in 2013 as earn additional revenuePersonal financeSMEYour Money
Elon Musk announced a donation of $100 million in prize money for the best technology that can capture carbon dioxide. Tesla Inc. CEO Elon Musk on Thursday took to Twitter to promise a $100 million reward for developing the best carbon capture technology. Elon Musk wrote in a tweet: I'm don't giving $100 million to the award for best
carbon capture technology, details next week. Carbon capture technology is designed to prevent the release of CO2 produced by conventional energy generation and industrial production processes by injecting CO2 into suitable underground storage tanks. According to Reuters, Capturing the planet's warming emissions is becoming a
key part of many plans to sustain change in reassive but very little advances in technology so far, with efforts focused on reducing emissions rather than taking carbon from the air. Since the tweet was shared, he has garnered thousands of responses from people because of the staggering cash prize. Many people common ideas for
carbon capture. The International Energy Agency said late last year that a sharp increase in the deployment of carbon capture technology was needed if countries were to meet net-zero emissions targets. Newly sworn-in U.S. President Joe Biden has pledged to accelerate the development of carbon capture technology as part of his
sweeping plan to combat climate change. On Thursday, he named Jennifer Wilcox, an expert on carbon removal technology, as chief deputy assistant secretary of fossil energy at the U.S. Department of Energy. In addition to Tesla, Elon also heads rocket company SpaceX and Neuralink, a startup that develops ultra-high-bandwidth
brain-machine interfaces to connect the human brain to computers. The WHO has warned that Africa is in danger of being left behind in Covid-19 vaccinations. The World Health Organization (WHO) has warned that Africa is in danger of being left behind in Covid-19 vaccinations as countries from other regions strike bilateral agreements
and thereby increase prices. This is due to the development and approval of a safe and effective vaccine less than a year after the emergence of the coronavirus pandemic, considered a great achievement. This disclosure was made by the WHO Regional Director for Africa, Dr. Matshidiso Moeti during a speech during a virtual press
conference that was facilitated by the APO Group.Dr. Moeti joined at a press briefing by the managing director, national programs, Gavi, Thabani Maphosa and UNICEF Regional Director for East and South Africa, Mohamed Fall.What WHO Regional Director for Africa saysDr Moeti stated earlier this week , 40 million doses of Covid-19
have been given in 50 high-income majority countries, and Guinea is the only low-income country on the continent that has so far given doses to only 25 people. According to her, the Seychelles is the only high-income country on the continent where the national Covid-19 vaccination campaign has begun. She said: 'First, not me, this is
the only way to end a pandemic. The accumulation of vaccines will only prolong the or her recovery and delay Africa's recovery. It is deeply unfair that the most vulnerable Africans are forced to wait for vaccines, while lower-risk groups in rich countries are safe. Healthcare professionals and vulnerable people in Africa need urgent access
to safe and effective COVID-19 vaccines.'' What managing director, National Programs, GAVI, saysMr Thabani Maphosa, Managing Director, National Programs at GAVI, a partner in the alliance, was quoted as saying delivery would begin soon. He said COVAX is on track to start delivering doses of vaccines and start providing global
access to vaccines. It's a huge international undertaking possible through donations to dose-sharing agreements and agreements with manufacturers, which have led us to almost 2 billion secured doses. We look forward to implementing it in the coming weeks. What you should know is an alliance that is supported by the WHO, Gavi, the
Vaccine Alliance and the Epidemic Preparedness Innovation Coalition (CEPI), to ensure a fair distribution of Covid-19 vaccines across all countries, regardless of income level. The Alliance has secured 2 billion doses of Covid-19 vaccine for Africa from 5 manufacturers, with the possibility of more than one billion more doses. COVAX has
committed to vaccinated not less than 20% of the population in Africa by the end of 2021. Priority will be given to healthcare professionals and other vulnerable groups, such as the elderly and people with pre-existing health conditions. The initial 30 million doses of the vaccine are expected to begin arriving in countries by March.The
United Nations in its report said that up to 600 million doses will be paid, based on 2 doses per person. Google has threatened to remove its search engine from Australia because of a media code introduced by the government. Google has said it will disable its search engine in Australia if the government joins a media code that will force
it and Facebook Inc to pay local media companies to share their content. The code requires Google and Facebook to introduce mandatory arbitration with media companies if they cannot reach an agreement on the value of their content within three months. It also requires platforms to notify news companies 14 days in advance of
algorithm changes, and non-discrimination laws are introduced to stop tech giants from retaliating, such as removing content or punishing organisations participating in the code. READ: Satoshi Nakamoto's unreleased BTC worth $10.9 billionMel Silva, Google Australia and New Zealand VP told Australia's Senate Economics Legislation
Committee today that Google would turn off searches in Australia if the government's proposed media negotiation code becomes law. Under it, a code arbitration model with bias criteria presents unmanageable financial and operational risks for GoogleAustralia announced legislation last month after an investigation found Alphabet Inc.-
owned Google and social media giant Facebook had too much market power in the media industry, a situation he said poses a potential threat to a well-functioning democracy. READ: Facebook's Supervisory Board to review decision to suspend TrumpPrime account Australia minister, Scott Morrison said Australia would not respond to
threats as media companies fired back at suggestions their content would not add value to platforms. Australia creates our rules for things you can do in Australia. This is done in our Parliament. Our government is doing it and that's how it works here in Australia, he said. People who want to work with it, in Australia, are very welcome. But
we don't respond to threats. Betting on Bitcoin is better than investing in PayPal, Google, Facebook, AmazonWhat you should knowSuch threats after similar comments by Facebook Australia Australia the director, Will Easton in September, who announced plans to remove articles from the main social media app if the media code is
passed by Parliament.To to avoid code action, Google and Facebook have no choice but to completely stop connecting to the news. If Google can't reliably separate news results from other search results, then logically it may be necessary to pull the entire search service out of Australia.Google's threat to restrict its services in Australia, it
came just hours after the internet giant reached a content payment agreement with some French news publishers. This new multimedia code will hit millions of Australians who use Google and Facebook search every month. Download scoops and market analysis that can help you make better investment decisions in yourmailbox. your
mail.
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